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Nissan Sentra is a compact sedan that appeals to shoppers looking for a practical, affordable,
economical small sedan. Just below the Altima mid-size sedan yet a little more substantial and
refined than the Versa sedan, the Sentra hits a size and price sweet spot also occupied by the
likes of the Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla, and Ford Focus. While the Sentra borrows many
cuesâ€”including the flared-outward headlamps and prominent fender flanksâ€”from the
still-current Altima sedan and Maxima, this small sedan's somewhat slab-sizes look and blunt
rear design end up looking a bit dated compared to newer, more curvaceous rivals. The Sentra's
instrument panel is a little more chunky and angular than those of most other small cars today,
but a nice neat center stack has well-arranged controls and there's a good driving position from
upright seating and a relatively low beltline. Most of the Sentra models you find at the
dealership will pair a horsepower, 2. There's a six-speed manual gearbox that makes the Sentra
a lot more enjoyable, but it's only offered in the base model. The sporty SE-R trim brings a
larger 2. Suspension tuning that's very different between trims, with the firmer tuning giving the
Spec V especially a much tighter, more eager personality. But gas mileage is a letdown
throughout the Sentra line; even with the base engine, it's several mpg lower than in many rival
models. Refinement and ride comfort remain strengths for the Sentra. The Sentra comes in only
a single sedan body style, but it's a well-designed one, with tasteful but budget-grade
appointments. Front seats are somewhat flat and unsupportive, but it's easy to find a good
driving position and there's just enough rear space for a couple of adultsâ€”thanks to the rather
high roofline. While the seats themselves are flat and unsupportive, with padding that just won't
work for long trips, most will be happy with the space and the driving position. The back seat,
too, is a place good enough for adults for a trip across town. Compared to many compact-sedan
alternatives, the Nissan Sentra has unimpressive safety ratings, with mostly 'acceptable' ratings
from the IIHS and just three-star ratings for frontal and side impact from the federal government.
Side and side-curtain airbags are standard, as are active head restraints. Sentra 2. For , the
Sentra 2. A special-edition package on the SR also loads it with popular options. At the top of
the range, the SE-R gets a sport-tuned suspension, big inch alloy wheels, special badging, sport
seats, and a number of other extras. The Spec V takes the performance package another step,
with extra bracing, upgraded brakes, summer performance tires, driving lamps, and exclusive
lower bodywork. Up close, the Sentra doesn't look nearly as comely as the larger Altima; the
arched roofline simply doesn't hold up well with these proportions, with the end result bearing
some likeness, to our eyes, to the former Saturn Ion. Sportier SE-R and Spec V models are
dressed up a bit more, and while the aero work and upgraded wheels. The Sentra spans several
quite different personalities. But most of the Sentra models you find at the dealership will pair a
horsepower, 2. Based on several drives covering the various models of the Sentra, our editors
have found the basic 2. The CVT might take a little getting used to as there's a slight delay while
the revs ramp up, then a raucous drone during hard acceleration. These basic Sentra models
don't make any sporty claims, but they're actually quite light and nimble-feelingâ€”and very
maneuverableâ€”and the driving experience is pleasantly straightforward. Suspension tuning is
very different between trims; the firmer tuning of the Spec V especially gives it a much tighter,
more eager personality. The Spec V delivers on the handling front, with substantial upgrades to
the suspension and brakes, along with appearance upgrades inside and out; but it doesn't feel
as edgy as the MazdaSpeed3, or even the Honda Civic Si. Also thanks to that roofline, this small
sedan's interior feels very spacious. Even in base 2. Ratings from the federal government,
though the new, tougher NHTSA test program, haven't been so positive, though; the Sentra
earned just three stars for frontal and side impact, with a four-star overall score. However it did
get a top five-star side-pole test score. And the Sentra 2. Intelligent Key keyless entry and start
is among other extras, and full leather seating is available on the SE-R models. The audio
system offered on both top models includes USB connectivity and a full color screen. Here's
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Nissan Sentra no longer looks fresh, but especially in base 2. Review continues below. Sportier
SE-R and Spec V models are dressed up a bit more, and while the aero work and upgraded
wheels The Sentra's instrument panel is a little more chunky and angular than those of most
other small cars today, but a nice neat center stack has well-arranged controls and there's a
good driving position from upright seating and a relatively low beltline. Relative to most other
models of its size and price, the Nissan Sentra lineup stands out for its refinement and ride
comfort. There are plenty of reasons to believe that the Nissan Sentra is a good, safe pick; but a
set of unimpressive federal crash-test scores keep it from being a top choice for those who
want peace of mind. The rest of the Sentra's safety package is quite ordinary for the model year.
Side and side-curtain airbags are standard, as are active head restraints, anti-lock brakes, and
electronic stability control. Used Nissan Sentra for sale near change location. Gas mileage is
one of the top considerations for small-car shoppersâ€”especially those who are on a tight
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Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Nissan Sentra is a respectable
small sedan, but newer competitors outclass it in terms of power, fuel economy, athleticism and
charisma. The current-generation Sentra debuted in , making the model one of the oldest small
sedans available this year in terms of design. It still has some nice qualities, but overall the
Sentra has been outclassed by newer and more desirable models this year. Among the Sentra
sedan's best qualities are decent fuel economy, a comfortable interior and a long list of
desirable standard features and options. There are even two sporty variants, including the
horsepower SE-R Spec V, designed to appeal to driving enthusiasts. Unfortunately, the list of
weak points is considerably longer. Mainstream 2. Even with its firmer sport suspension, the
SE-R Spec V can't quite match the moves of other high-performance compacts like the
Mazdaspeed 3. While buyers looking for affordable transportation will still find the Nissan
Sentra worth a look, the car ultimately feels a little long in the tooth compared to its newer or
more recently refreshed competitors. Within this group, you'll find more engaging driving
experiences, better fuel economy, more power, more attractive designs, newer features and
higher levels of overall ownership satisfaction. The Nissan Sentra sedan is offered in six
different trim levels, including four mainstream models based on a 2. The entry-level Sentra 2.
The Sentra 2. The 2. Options on the 2. A Special Edition package includes everything in the
Convenience and Technology packages plus a sunroof SR only , while the Special Value
package includes the sunroof, navigation and a rearview monitor SL only. The Sentra SE-R trim
level is equipped similarly to the 2. The SE-R Spec V builds on the SE-R's sporting nature with
more power, higher-performance tires, an even firmer suspension with a lower ride height,
larger front brakes and sportier interior trim. One drawback to the added performance of the
Spec V is a structural reinforcement brace between the rear shock towers that prevents the rear
seats from folding. In our testing, the Spec V sprinted to 60 mph in 6. The CVT is standard on
the 2. The Spec V is only offered with a close-ratio six-speed manual gearbox. Sentra models
equipped with the 2. The Nissan Sentra comes standard with antilock brakes, stability control,
front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. The
sportier SE-R models come with four-wheel disc brakes, while the others have rear drums. In
government crash tests, the Sentra received an overall score of four stars out of five. Within
that rating, it earned three stars for overall frontal crash protection and three stars again for
overall side crash protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Sentra its
highest score of "Good" for both frontal-offset and side impacts. What you think of driving the
Nissan Sentra sedan depends a great deal on what's under the hood. Handling is just passable.
The ride quality is fine on smooth roads but becomes a bit rough over broken pavement. As
you'd expect, the SE-R Spec V is another story altogether, with abundant acceleration and
noticeably sharper handling. Some of the fun is lost due to the manual transmission's balky
action that can't compare to the precise feel of shifters in competitors like the Honda Civic Si.

The Sentra's interior features unexpectedly spacious front seats that make it easy for even tall
folks to get comfortable, though the lack of a telescoping steering column is a downer. The
backseat is more of a mixed bag, with good headroom and hiproom offset by a shortage of
legroom. Trunk space, at From a driver's perspective, the dashboard gets high marks for the
simple and straightforward design of gauges and controls. One notable exception is the
optional navigation system's smallish 5-inch screen, which requires a fair amount of squinting
to read. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Sentra. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Sentra lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Aging design droning acceleration with CVT continuously variable
transmission harsh ride over rough surfaces telescoping steering wheel not available ho-hum
handling in all but the SE-R. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Nissan Sentra returns unchanged, with the
exception of a new Technology option package on 2. Read more. Write a review See all 38
reviews. The little Sentra is probably overlooked by most people interested in a small car, and
that is too bad. It has more interior room than most of its competitors, you sit a little higher off
the pavement, and the driving dynamics are good. Add to that some outstanding gas mileage
when driven gently - way better than the EPA estimates so far for me. And all of that for a price
that is easily as good or better than its competitors. And due to good resale values, you can get
really great lease payments - much smarter than buying a 1 or 2 year old used car. Read less.
You won't catch your granny in THIS one! Great car. Fun to drive. Abundant acceleration. Sharp
handling. I've embarrassed plenty of supposedly "better" cars at the stoplight, including the
Acura Tsx, and Audi A4 1. The rear seats don't fold in due to the trunk mounted V- brace, but
this is a driver-oriented car so that shouldn't matter to the intended market. If you plan on
driving in the snow at all, you'll need to buy some all season tires, as the stock summer tires
won't do much in the snow. I wasn't planning on liking this car. This car and I didn't start on
good terms and that was my fault. I previously owned a Nissan Altima. That car was financed
through Nissan's financing arm. I didn't miss a payment on that car which is how I found myself
owning my Nissan Sentra Special Edition. Nissan finance has a deal where they will guarantee
you financing if you never missed a payment with them previously. I got a 6 year loan at 5.
Special Edition pkg. I'm tall of torso and I can fit easily in this car. Engine is strong enough and
smooth. Easy to get into. This car is amazing. I traded in my Ford Focus for this Sentra. I bought
it at 85, miles, which was scary at first. However, I received a lifetime warranty and a great deal
for it. I've put 12, miles on it in 7 months, and it still drives beautifully. The car handles
wonderfully. Very smooth. Even after so many miles being put on the car,I've never had any
issues with it. A month after buying, I actually T-boned another car. The only damage was my
bumper being ripped off. Nothing under the hood was damaged. Extremely reliable, safe car.
Great mileage and I feel secure in it. I was always a Ford girl, but this car changed my mind for
life. See all 38 reviews of the Used Nissan Sentra. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Sentra. Sign Up. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable

sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Read more The Sentra changes very little for other than the addition of a
new Technology Package option for the Sentra 2. A Special Edition package, introduced later in
the model year, carries over to and combines all the upgrades included in the Moonroof
Package, Technology Package, and Convenience Package, at a big discount over adding those
packages separately. Otherwise, there's one new exterior hue offered for the Sentra: Red Alert,
which replaces Lava Red. It's also one of the better for backseat and trunk space and the sporty
SE-R Spec V provides a good alternative It's also one of the better for backseat and trunk space
and the sporty SE-R Spec V provides a good alternative between standard-issue compact
sedans and tuner-influenced models like the Mazdaspeed3 and Subaru WRX. Close this Model
overview: The Sentra is offered in six models in all: 2. With any of the 2. Read more The Sentra
is offered in six models in all: 2. The SE-R gets an upgrade to a hp, 2. All Sentra models have a
strut-type front suspension and rear torsion beam setup with integral stabilizer bar; altogether it
brings decent ride quality with good body control in cornering. Ride quality is quite good thanks
to a front subframe and rear isolators. SE-R models get paddle-shifters to help add some driver
control to the CVT, as well as an upgraded look and sportier trim throughout. But the Spec V is
the true performance package, with its close-ratio 6-speed gearbox, available helical limited-slip
differential, stiffer suspension, and 4-wheel disc brakes. Tires on the Spec V are also upgraded
to V-rated inchers, and in addition to the suspension upgrades a trunk-mounted V-brace helps
make the body more rigid for better cornering control. The Spec V's engine is tuned for
high-performance situations, with stouter connecting rods, a different cam profile and a raised
7,rpm redline. The Sentra is a compact car, but there's enough space for four adults or three
across in back when needed provided you don't have too many long-legged passengers.
Leather upholstery is optional on the top 2. Even the base Sentra includes power windows and
locks and a 4-speaker sound system. The 2. The SR model is the sporty way to go, with inch
alloy wheels, fog lamps, a rear spoiler, and sportier exterior trim; and at the top of the line, the 2.
Options on the Sentra are grouped into just a few packages. A Leather Package adds leather
seats and heated front seats to the SL, while a Special Value Package upgrades to a moonroof,
Rockford Fosgate audio system, and navigation system with rear-view monitor. On the
sportier-looking SR, you can get much of the SL's equipment through the recently introduced
Special Edition package. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you
like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model
strengths: Good list of features for the money; comfortable ride; large trunk; folding rear seats;
performance and handling in SE-R Spec V trim. The Sentra changes very little for other than the
addition of a new Technology Package option for the Sentra 2. Read more. Close this. The
Sentra is offered in six models in all: 2. There's a problem loading this m
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